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Abstract— Chemical kinetic systems contain both consid-
erable uncertainty in their rate parameters and dynamics at
multiple time scales. The latter feature aids model reduction
in the deterministic case, but model reduction under uncer-
tainty raises new challenges. We use computational singular
perturbation (CSP) to calculate probabilistic “importance
indices” for species-reaction pairs. Distributions of these in-
dices are used to form reduced models that yield predictions
within probabilistic bounds determined by the full model, or,
alternatively, preserve entire output distributions of the full
model.

I. OVERVIEW

Simulation of chemical systems with detailed kinetics
can be computationally intensive. While homogeneous
systems containing hundreds of species and thousands
of elementary reactions can be integrated in reasonable
times, a direct approach is not practical when numerous
calculations are required, e.g., in the numerical simulation
of reacting flow or in problems of optimization or sam-
pling. Here, model reduction techniques are required for
computational tractability. Simplified or reduced kinetic
models can also provide insight into chemical systems by
revealing key pathways and interactions. Many existing
methods for reduction in a deterministic setting take
advantage of timescale separation in chemical kinetic
systems, where different timescales result from a range of
slow and fast reactions [1], [2], [3]. However, the relevant
reaction rate parameters are typically uncertain and the
impact of this uncertainty on model reduction has not
previously been investigated.

We use the method of computational singular pertur-
bation (CSP) [4] to calculate probabilistic ‘importance
indices’ for species-reaction pairs on both fast and slow
timescales. By modifying an existing deterministic algo-
rithm [5], distributions of these indices are used to gener-
ate new reduced models that take account of rate param-
eter uncertainty. We replace the deterministic threshold
used in the original algorithm with a new threshold based
on the CVaR (Conditional Value at Risk) [6]. First, a
95% confidence level for each importance index is found;
the CVaR is then the expected value of an importance
index given that it has exceeded the confidence level.
This quantity provides a measure of risk and reduces the
impact of both sampling errors and the subjective choice
of threshold values.

Different error criteria are used to examine these new
reduced models for their ability to either (1) yield predic-
tions within probabilistic bounds determined by the full

model, or (2) preserve entire output probability distribu-
tions of the full model. Objective (1) allows for greater
model reduction by taking advantage of uncertainty to
allow larger errors compared to the deterministic case.
Objective (2) gives greater confidence in the quality of
the reduced model over a wider range of parameters.
These objectives do not always conflict; sometimes both
objectives can be partially satisfied.

We compare our results with both existing deterministic
algorithms and with an exhaustive search for the best
reduced model of given size in a methane-air reaction
mechanism at nominal rate parameters. Although the
deterministic simplification algorithm performs well, it
has not previously been compared to optimal results from
an exhaustive search. We find that there is an opportunity
for considerable improvement to the algorithm in terms
of both error in ignition delay at nominal rate parameters
and smallest achievable mechanism size. The modified
algorithm succeeds in allowing smaller mechanism sizes,
but does not give lower error with nominal rate parameters
at sizes that can already be achieved. However, it signif-
icantly improves reproduction of the output distribution
when sampling from a distribution of rate parameters.

II. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

A. CSP versus optimal simplified models

We first present results obtained in an entirely deter-
ministic context. Skeletal mechanisms generated using
the CSP simplification algorithm of Valorani et al. [5]
are compared to “optimal” simplified mechanisms of a
given size, found through an exhaustive search of all
possible simplified mechanisms. Exhaustive search has
combinatorial complexity and is obviously not practical
as a simplification algorithm, but the goal of this com-
parison is to assess how far the results of a fast heuristic
simplification algorithm lie from the best possible skeletal
model. This assessment has additional relevance below,
where we consider two new error criteria that incorporate
uncertainty, then introduce a new heuristic simplification
algorithm designed to do a “good” job minimizing these
errors.

Figure 1 shows relative error in ignition delay time
as predicted by simplified mechanisms of differing sizes
(where size corresponds to the number of retained
species). The simplified mechanisms are found through
CSP simplification or by exhaustive search, as described
above. The “full” mechanism in this example is GRIMech
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3.0 [7] with C3 and NOx chemistry removed. (Removal
of these species/reactions is simply a practical choice,
intended to make exhaustive search more computation-
ally feasible.) The ignition delay of a hydrogen-enriched
methane-air mixture under constant-pressure and adia-
batic conditions is calculated for three different initial
temperatures and mixture compositions; the figure shows
the relative error in this ignition delay, averaged over all
three cases.

Both the optimal and CSP-produced simplified mecha-
nisms show a trend of smaller errors with larger mecha-
nism sizes. Error of the optimal mechanisms is strictly
non-increasing with mechanism size, as expected. For
intermediate sizes, the CSP-produced mechanisms yield
errors that are within one order of magnitude of the opti-
mal (minimal) error; this performance may be considered
quite reasonable, given the vastly different computational
costs of the two simplification schemes.

Figure 2 shows the species actually removed in the
CSP-simplified model and in the optimal simplified model
of any size. Species removed by CSP simplification form
nested sets—i.e., if a species is removed in mechanism of
size n, it necessarily will be removed in mechanisms of
size n−1 or smaller, as the latter result from larger values
of the importance index threshold parameter. Exhaustive
search, on the other hand, has no such constraints; thus,
the removed species in an optimal mechanism of a given
size do not need to be nested.

It is also worth noting that these results do not fully
evaluate the generality of the simplified mechanisms.
While the exhaustive-search mechanisms are optimal for
the prescribed error criterion, it is entirely possible
that the CSP-simplified mechanisms might better predict
ignition delays at alternate initial conditions, or better
reproduce different functionals of the species trajectories.
While the heuristic CSP simplification algorithm takes
into account the dynamics and structure of the chemical
mechanism, it does not optimize for any particular output
error criterion.

B. New error criteria for reduction under uncertainty

One of the key notions we wish to explore in the
present work is whether uncertainty provides opportu-
nities for model reduction over a deterministic case. In
other words, is it possible—and reasonable—to reduce a
detailed mechanism that has uncertain parameters further
than a detailed mechanism with precise/deterministic pa-
rameters?

We approach this question by devising output error
criteria that will guide model reduction under uncertainty.
A first criterion states that the difference between the
simplified model prediction ys and the detailed model
prediction yd of some output quantity of interest should
be normalized by the standard deviation of the detailed
model prediction. The criterion is thus

err =
|ys − yd|

σd
. (1)
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Fig. 1. Relative error in ignition delay predictions, for mechanisms
obtained via CSP simplification (blue) and optimal mechanisms obtained
via exhaustive search (red).
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Fig. 2. Species removed by CSP simplification (blue squares) and by
exhaustive search for an optimal mechanism of given size (red ‘×’s).

A more general criterion comes from the realization
that, given a probabilistic description of uncertainty in the
rate parameters, both the full-model and simplified-model
outputs are random variables. Accordingly, one may
choose among many established notions of “distance”
between probability measures [8]. Here, we employ the
Kullback-Leibler (K-L) divergence. If ys has probability
density ps and yd has probability density pd, the K-L
divergence from pd to ps is

DKL (pd‖ps) =

∫
pd(y) log

pd(y)

ps(y)
dy

= Epd

[
log

pd(y)

ps(y)

]
. (2)

We note that the K-L divergence can reduce to (1) in
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the case of Gaussian output distributions with identical
variance.

C. CSP simplification with risk-based thresholding

We modify the CSP simplification algorithm to account
for parametric uncertainty in the detailed mechanism.
CSP-based simplification relies on the evaluation of slow
and fast CSP importance indices Iskm and Irkm, which
quantify the importance of reaction k to the slow or fast
evolution of species m. Uncertainty in rate parameters
(e.g., pre-exponential factors, activation energies, temper-
ature exponents, etc) gives rise to uncertainty in these
importance indices. Given a probabilistic description of
the rate parameter uncertainties, the importance indices
are naturally endowed with a joint probability distribution.

The importance indices calculated here are normalized
for each species, as suggested in [9]. Additionally, we
consider only the time average of each normalized im-
portance index; averages are calculated over the time tra-
jectory of each ignition process. Monte Carlo simulation
of homogeneous autoignition, over the space of uncer-
tain rate parameters, is used to construct the probability
distribution of the importance indices. (Polynomial chaos
approximations [10] to the importance indices are, of
course, a viable and potentially far more efficient alterna-
tive to Monte Carlo; we shall explore this avenue in future
work.) We consider eight uncertain parameters; all are
pre-exponential factors endowed with log-normal proba-
bility distributions as specified in [11], [12]. These pre-
exponential factors correspond to elementary reactions
involved in hydrogen oxidation. The resulting marginal
probability distribution of a particular fast importance
index is shown in Figure 3.

Deterministic CSP simplification employs a user-
defined threshold on normalized importance indices to
decide which reactions influence the evolution of a partic-
ular species, and which reactions may be neglected. The
retained reactions enlarge the set of retained species, and
the algorithm iterates to convergence. Here, we replace the
hard threshold on importance index with a probabilistic
criterion. In particular, we consider the conditional value-
at-risk (CVaR) [6]. As depicted in Figure 3, the CVaR is
the expected value of the importance index given that the
importance index exceeds a particular level:

CVaR ≡ E [Ikm|Ikm > µ] (3)

where µ is determined by P {Ikm > µ} = α. In this
definition, 1−α is known as the confidence level while µ
is the value-at-risk (VaR). Compared to VaR, numerical
evaluation of CVaR is less sensitive to sampling error.
Moreover, using CVaR avoids the diffulties of arbitrary
threshold selection, and naturally captures the notion that
exceeding a threshold by a large amount is undesirable.

Beginning with the importance index distributions cal-
culated above, we use a CVaR threshold in the sim-
plification algorithm to construct simplified mechanisms
of various sizes. We then use Monte Carlo simulation
with each simplified mechanism to evaluate a probability
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Fig. 3. Probability density function of the fast importance index of
{2OH → O + H2O} to HO2. Also shown are the VaR and CVaR at a
95% confidence level.
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Fig. 4. Probability densities of ignition delay as predicted by sim-
plified mechanisms constructed with risk-based thresholding. Detailed
mechanism predictions are depicted with the dashed red line.

density for the predicted ignition delay. Figure 4 shows
probability densities resulting from several simplified
models (colored solid line), compared to the probability
density produced by the full detailed model (dashed
line). Agreement is quite good, even for a 20-species
mechanism. Figure 5, on the other hand, shows ignition
delay probability densities calculated with a different set
of simplified mechanisms—mechanisms constructed via
the usual deterministic CSP simplification algorithm. In
this case, the simplified mechanisms do a much poorer job
replicating the output probability density of the detailed
model.
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Fig. 5. Probability densities of ignition delay as predicted by simpli-
fied mechanisms constructed with the deterministic CSP simplification
algorithm. Detailed mechanism predictions are shown with the dashed
red line.
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